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Until the U.S. Bureau of Zines issued an open—file
report on Oh-Be—Joyful and vicinity last Spring, information
on minerals in the Wilderness Study Area (WSA) was rather sparse
Earlier mineral studies A

The U.S. Forest Service gave the area a "high potential"
rating in the RARE-II process in 1979. However, the RARE-

II minerals surveys have been discredited by the U.S.
Government Accounting Office, which called the job "inadequate"
and "misleading."l

As a result of Congressional mandate in the 1980
Colorado Wilderness Act, the Forest Service again reviewed
minerals information in 1981. Information was solicited
from the U.S. Bureau of Mines, U.S. Geological Survey,
Colorado Geological Survey, and severalsmining companies--
The Bureau of Mines‘ one—page statement stated that they had
begun field examination of the Study Area in 1976 but
the project had been suspended. Their incomplete sampling

. indicated some mineralization.2 The U.S. Geological Survey
submitted a report which had been prepared by the Bureau of

- Mines. That report stated that oil and gas potential is
believed to be low. Ofgreatestsigniicance here is the
statement in the report that, "The relatively small size of ‘

the known deposits within and adjacent to the Wilderness
Study Area make it unlikely that any large undiscovered
deposits exists."3 That report did suggest that small
deposits of silver are likely. The Colorado Geological
Survey noted that the WSA "...appears to offer,low potential ~

for placer gold deposits...this is, however, directly
attributable to the fact that the vein mineralization here -

is not of the quartz—gold type that is so common in other
Colorado mineral belt districts."4 The Colorado Geologic
Survey report also judged the oil and gas potential to
be low, reported some extremely high mineral assays from
Ruby No; 1 and 2 tunnels (in Democrat Basin) from a 1931
investigation by Asbaugh, and asserted that the Ruby Range

— stocks are moderately to highly mineralized.5
A major problem with these reports, and with the



information submitted by rining companies, is that they
were based largely on older investigations and theories,
and represented very little new evidence.

Professor Donald R. Baker of Rice University who has k§h%mf
conducted geological research in the Crested Butte region i€§%%%§%g

since 1968 testified about the Oh-Be—Joyfu1 Draft Environmentaléggggg
Impact Statement that the Forest Service had failed to v »¢&£&%%%%

‘T;N

{_.i
‘Er

meet its mandate from Congress: "Very little ‘additional F?§%Q

n information‘ distinct from that in the older reports is Vi
provided...As a consequence, the level of documentation
provided in your statement [the DEIS] is inadequate to
support other than speculative conclusions."6 Baker blamed
private mineral companies, rather than the Forest Service,
for the deficiency and suggested, "Perhaps the private
mineral interests do not really consider the Study Areal”, 'HW)é§i§f
worth significant expl0ration*investment~because they-do not "c:§§§f*'
regard the mineral potential as high as your DEIS suggests."7
The new Bureau of Mines report

The recent Bureau of Mines report provides much more
substantial information. The survey is based on extensiveu
fieldwork, as well as thorough review of the available cl,
literature and communications with mineral property owners.
It establishes more definite evidence of some mineralization, o

~ but it shows that it is more restricted than once thought.
The open-file report by Clarence Ellis analyzes the

entire Ruby mining district, which includes Oh—Be—Joyful Valley
and the Irwin silver subdistrict. The Irwin subdistrict _

supported four principal mines, beginning in 1874 and ending t

in l890'(although one mine continues to operate sporadicallyeiii
' to this day). Another group of mines operated to the north up

of the WSA in Baxter Basin and on Augusta Mountain from 1883 ~w

to l9lO.V The last flurry of mining activity centered around
Mt. Emmons, primarily from 1950 to 1969, producing silver-
rich base—metal ores. Then molybdenum became the primary
focus of exploration in the area, but very little moly has
been produced. - - -

Ellis notes, "Within the Oh—Be—Joyful study area, silver
production was small from Democrat Basin in the 1930's;

_2_
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an unknown period."‘

The silver-lead—zinc resource
Ellis‘ assays include samples from many of these mines

and prospects outside and surrounding the WSA. Some of these .

show rather high values. Within the WSA itself, only two
veins show any significant quantities of silver—lead—zinc,
and their values are lower than the assays outside the WSA.

The Independence vein extending fromtmelrwin subdistrict
into the Study Area is known to have produced small quantities
of silver, lead “and zinc, and has a small resource of these
still available. A moderate size resource there has been

inferred by the Bureau of Mines. The Ruby No. l claim in
Democrat Basin yeilded a small silver-gold—lead—zinc production
from l93O to 1966, and has a small resource indicated and

inferred.9 The assays taken from1juaRuby adit are considerably
lower than those described by Asbaugh and quoted by the
Colorado Geological Survey.lO It appears the vein has been

mined out considerably since Asbaugh's survey of 1931.
i The words "small" and "moderate" above have definite

meanings. For silver, "small" means a resource of less than
’ 1000 ounces, and "moderate" means from 1,000 to 10,000 oz.

For the base—metals "small" indicates less than 100,000 lbs.,
and "moderate" indicates up to l million lbs.1l

The Bureau infers that a silver—lead—zinc resource
also exists under Richmond Mountain (partly within the WSA),

and "may exist elsewhere along the Ruby Range and related
to the Scarp vein in Peeler Basin."12 But in general,[Ellis
considers the mineralization of the Ruby Range to be "pervasive"
but "weak, and not cause for extensive exploration."13
The molybdenum resource 0

Molybdenum "probably" exists in two places on the edge
of the WSA: Under Oh-Be—Joyful Creek on the eastern boundary
and under Richmond Mountain on the northwest corner boundary.14
This theory is taken from a model of hdneralization based on
the characteristics of the Mt. Emmons and Redwell Basin moly
deposits, and is partially supported by Amax drill holes

-



near On—Le—Joyful Creek outside the BSA and 2; the nature of
silver and base-metal veins which seem to radiate from these
inferred molybdenum deposits. Accepting the model at face
value, it is also logical to assume that such molybdenum

deposits would be highly brecciated, causing development B

difficulties and high production costs similar to the proposed
Mt. Emmons Project (see section 2, infra)
Other mineral resources

All authors agree that coal is present in the WSA. The

Bureau of Mines report calls these "inferred" resources of
12 million tons but, "Less than half of this coal resource is
recoverable by current techno1ogy."15

While other reports have deduced, from the overall
geology oftjuearea, that the oil and gas potential is low,
the Bureau or Mines merely notes that, "No drilling for oil
and gas had been conducted as of September l98l."16 This
is still true today.

Beside the minerals already mentioned in this report,
the U.S. Forest Service DEIS for the Oh—Be—Joyful WSA also

i 17mentions antimony, cadmium, copper, tin, and tungsten.
While the Bureau of Mines report indicates some minute
quantities of copper, that report does not even mention the
others, implying that they exist‘only in minute quantities,
if at all. v

Conclusions for Section I
The Oh—Be—Joyful Wilderness Study Area lies within the

Colorado Mineral Belt and, like most other areas in that belt,
shows definite signs of mineralization. Several mines

nearby but outside the WSA have yielded significant production
of precious and base metals. Within the WSA itself are 97

pits, shafts, and adits and only two of these ever produced
anything of significance. These, now almost completely
invisible, were "high-graded" and have had the best ore
removed already. Oh—Be—Joyful was not neglected by mineral
explorers, it simply did not provide much minerals that were
valued by earlier miners. The small production obtained from
97 attempts speaks to this low value. The presence of at least»

some high-grade ore is usually necessary to economically justify

_4_



the extraction of lower grades; and the earlier "high-grading"
has severely reduced the value of the 0h—Be—Joyful deposits.

The Bureau of Mines study offers a summary of this
resource witin the WSA:

The indicated silver—lead—zinc resource [from two separate
deposits] is about 10,000 tons, averaging 0.6 oz. silver per
ton, 1.0 percent lead, and 1.4 percent zinc. The inferred
silver-zinc—lead resource is about 400,000 tons of a
similar grade. 18 -

This information should be compared with that presented
in the next section of this report on existing and planned

silver-lead—zinc mines.
Likewise, the small coal resource within the WSA must

be compared to the huge amount of coal generally existing
throughout the West Elk/Ruby Range vicinity. It has been

said that a continuous, giant coal seam lies between Crested
Butte and Paonia. Yet none of this is beingtmined on the
Crested Butte side, and there are no plans or speculation
for such mining. 0 .

Molybdenum, if it exists within the study area, would
likely be expensive to extract. This development is unlikely,
as the next section of this report shows.

_5_
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Molvbdenum
While there is more solid evidence for the presence of

minor amounts of lead, zinc, and silver in Oh-Be-Joyful,
the prospect of a molybdenum deposit has generated the most

opposition to Wilderness designation. This results from the
Amax corporation's once-planned giant molybdenum mine on

Mt. Emmons, adjacent to the WSA, and the increased value
which that mine could give any moly deposit in the WSA.

However, there is very little possibility that the
Mt. Emmons Project will be built during this century, or
within the forseeable future. To begin, Amax‘s moly mines

are now closed, and company spokesman Nelson Fugate recently
told the , "We don't know" when the mine willDenver Post

reopen, "There is no start-up date."1?_ Amax's new Kitsault
mine in British Columbia will not reopen for at least
"several years," said another spokesman, and the reopening

of that mine "...is not even being discussed."2q
Amax is the largest single producer of moly in the world,

with a capacity of 112 million pounds per year.21 But in
1982 Amax's Climax and Henderson mines produced less than

half their capacities, 20.5 and 18.5 million pounds, respectively.
Kitsault, with a capacity of 9 to 10 million lbs./yr,
was open only one year, producing 5.9 million pounds.22

Amax lost $231 million in 1982.23 ‘

By July, 1983, American Metal Market said molybdenum

production was "virtually nonexistant at mid-year," with
a "massive domestic inventory overhang at the end of 1982"

equaltto an estimated 85 to 100 million pounds." The Amax >;"
share of this inventory was over 40 million pounds.24

Climax and Henderson produce moly at $2 per pound,

a low price, while Kitsault produces at $4/lb.25 Amax's

current selling price is only $4.65,26 while the rest of the
market was at $3.87 in June, 1983.27 Japanese moly traders
expect that future mines, such as Mt: Emmons, would produce

at $7<§§’$8/lb. (These traders once put security through long-
term contracts as a priority over low prices, but now are

switching to free trading because of abundant production capacity.)

_5_



Ana; ";ost;-nt;“ its 2:. Tolman Project on the Ccniederated

Colville Tribes‘ reservation in Washington at the same time

it "deferred" the Mt. Emmons Project in 1981. The tribe is
now seeking another mining company to develop the prospect,
thinks the costs of production would be $3/lb.,29 and says

the mine could be on—line quickly-("in a race against time"
with Quartz Hill——see below) because of preliminary work

already completed by Amax.3O '"
Beside the Mt. Tolman deposit, the Quartz Hill moly

deposit of southeastern Alaska (owned by U.S. Borax, a sub—‘

sidiary of Rio Tinto Zinc) will most likely be developed

before the Mt. Emmons Project. Quartz Hill has huge reserves,
and will produce (no earlier than 1987) 40 to 50 million
lbs./yr. for over forty years,31 making it the second largest
moly mine, after Climax.;#The company has not yet committed
the $1 billion development costs, and is in a wait and see posture

Although all primary producers of molybdenum were closed
at the begining-of 1983,33 and production capacity utilization
was only 37% at mid—year,34 two new mines are expected to
open this year, and another recently opened mine will restart.
Molycorp, Inc. (now owned by Union Oil of California) has

rejuvenated its played—out surface mine at Questa, N.M. with
a new underground facility, called "Goat Hill." This mine

cost $200 million, has a capacity of 20 million lbs./yr.,
and could open in late 1983.35 Standard Oil of Indiana
(Amoeo)} is completing a primary moly mine in Challis, Idaho

at a cost of $375 million, to yield 9 to ll million lbs./yr.,
and could be on—line in-October, 1983-36. These tWO min€Sa.

will produce at about $3/lb.37 In contrast, the Mt. Emmons

Project was projected to cost at least $1 billion in 1980,

and would likely produce at $7 or $8.
The Amoco and Union Oil mines would seem to be poor

investments today, and their existence owes to the companies’

comittments of capital prior to the collapse of the moly

market.38 They will offer seriousicompetition to any

reopening and future developments of Amax's facilities by

seeking to achieve at least some immediate cash flow from
their new mines, perhaps by offering prices below production
costs.

_7_
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Anaconda (owned by ARCO) has developed the Hall mine

at Tonopah, Nevada, yielding about 7 million lbs./yr. molyI-
denum, 3 million lbs./yr. copper, and some silver; (The silver
generates more income than the moly.39) It is due to resume

production this fall.4O
The secondary producers of molybdenum seriously complicate

the picture for the above primary producers. Until recently,
30 to 50% of the Western Hemisphere production of moly was as

a byproduct of copper.41 This has expanded to about 83%.42 The

reason is that secondary moly producers have a "no—stock"

policy. That is, they will not store, but must sell, all
moly they produce. "The inescapable conclusion is that, come

hell or high water, $30/lb. or $1/lb., these companies will
sell their production."43 The 1983 Western byproduct production
is estimated at 101 million pounds,44 while the "free—world"
market demand is estimated at 120 to 150 million pounds.

The third and fourth largest U.S. moly mines are byproduct

_ producers: Duval‘s Sierrita mine in Arizona, and Kennecott's
Utah Copper in Utah, with capacities of 17.6 and 9.9 million
‘lbs./yr. respectively.45 Further, byproduct capacities

’ have expanded enormously during the past five years.46
Canada is increasing capacity (all byproduct) from 33 million
to 52 million lbs./yr; Chile is increasing from 31 million
to 62 million lbs./yr.; and Peru is increasing from 1.6
million pounds in 1978 to a current 6.1 million lbs./yr.47
Mexico has opened a new copper/moly mine (costing only
U.S. $23million) and will become a major supplier with 6.6

million lbs./yr., eventually increasing to 22 million lbs./yr.48
Argentina, now a moly importer, will become self—sufficient
in moly for its strong steel industry when a large copper/
moly deposit is developed by St. Joe Minerals, during the
mid—l980's.49 The Soviet Union, also a moly importer, is
rapidly moving toward self—sufficiency in moly.50

A"All told, the U.S. production capacity between 1978

and 1985 will expand by some 40,000 tpy [metric tons per year]
--i.e.about 67%."51The worldwide capacity development

occured because Amax "made the molybdenum business attractive
enough over the past 60 years that everybody and his brother

. w W -—8-_



, ._ _ 52 __ ‘f
wanted to be ix it,“ saio nelson Pugate. M n‘ ‘loorlo lnln.
magazine reported that since 1976 ",;.the greatest upsurge

in porphyry copper and moly prospecting in history has

taken place," and the metal is now being found in less
likely spots such as Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
the Carribean, and the Phillipines.53 Vast molybdenum

resources have been identified, and more are being found.54
(For a review of these discoveries, see Appendix A.) Much

oftkacapacity development began after moly demand peaked

in 1979 at 205 million pounds, when spot prices reached

up to $42/lb. and Amax's long-term contracts reached $9.50/lb.
The capacity development produced a glut that was

predictable as early as March, 1980, when Business week

printed an article entitled "The rush to mine molybdenum may

bring a-glut."55 Then the world economic~recession of 1981/82

severely diminished the demand for steel, the primary use

of moly. This, plustlmzcapacity glut caused moly prices to
reach a'rec6rd low of $2.50/lb. last Decemberf 1982.56

, While the situation will gradually brighten for the
world economy andtmasteel industry, the Wall Street Journal

' reported that "Even when the economy and demand recover,
many analysts expect overcapacity to continue in the molyb-
denum industry."57 American Metal Market observed that a

moly market researcher "...noted that with demand expected to
grow at only 4 to 5% a year, the market won't meet existing
world capacity before l99O."58

All these developments strongly indicate that develop-
ment of<the Mt; Emmons Project is extremely unlikely am?

within the forseeable future (50+ years), and that any

molybdenum which may be found in Oh—Be-Joyful would be

unmarketable for many years. This may well explain why

the mineral companies are not exploring in the wilderness
Study Area.

¢ o

.‘
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' Lead, zinc, and silver
More solid evidence has been found for the presence

of small quantities of lead, zinc, and silver in Oh—Be-

Joyful than for molybdenum. However, no deposits large
enough to justify new mining appear to exist. This is
evident upon analysis of the markets and supplies for
these minerals: '

' L222
In terms of tonnage consumed, lead is the fifth most

‘-9 important metal in our economy, behind iron, aluminum,

copper, and zinc. The U.S. has plentiful supplies of lead,
and reliance upon foreign sources of the metal has decreased
from 12% in 1978 to 1% in 1982. (In 1980, the U.S. was a

net exporter of lead.)59 Concurrently, the price has

decreased from a high of 52.6¢/lb. in 1979 to 26¢ in 1982 to
only 17¢ in 1983.

Missouri is the major supplier of lead in the country.
In 1979 eight mines in Missouri supplied 90% of the -

domestic primary lead,6O and by 1982 they were supplying
93%.61 In 1982 the U.S. mines operated at only 83% of
production capacity, with a small increase in utilization

' forecast for 1983.
In 1979 8% of U.S. lead producion came from Idaho, and

another 2% came from Colorado, Virginia, New York, Montana,

and Arizona combined.62L Colorado was third among the 50

states in lead production in 1981, but that represented
only 3% of the national total63 and was strongly influenced
by stikes in the Missouri mines. The average ore grade in-
Missouri is 6% lead and 1% zinc, with traces of copper and

silver. In Idaho, where lead deposits are geologically more

similar to the mineralization in Oh—Be—Joyful, grades are
5% lead and 4% zinc, with some traces of gold and silver.64
Bureau of Mines assays in Oh—Be—Joyful show generally poorer
grades in the WSA (see Section I, infra). i

Further, the_Bureau of Mines notes that, "Transportation
is a major cost at small western mines in movement of concen—

trates to distant smelters."65 It should be noted that Colorado

_1Q_



has no lead _,;iL;I5. "Competition from foreign ores ;;o
metals in the dcrestic market and lower cost production
from the Missouri mines reduces the incentive for the high-
cost western lead mines to maintain productionznuinecessary
resource development."66 This transportation cost is especially
significant in isolated Gunnison County which has no railroad.

Future demand for lead is uncertain. Although the
Bureau of Mines projected in l980 a probable growth rate
of 2.2% per year to the year 2000,67 this is "...contingent
primarily on more cost—competitive and reliable electric
vehicles and major power supply load—leveling applications
(battery storage)."68 With the cost of electricity currently
rising more rapidly than the price of gasoline (due in large
part to the extreme capital costs of new powerplants),
electric vehicles are still far from being economically
viable. Load-leveling is being accomplished through electric
rate structuring, rather than lead—acid battery storage.
Lead is;highly toxic to humans, and its use in gasoline and

paint is ending, and "Substitution by plastics has reduced

the use of lead in building construction, electrical cable
covering, and in cans and containers. Aluminum, tin, iron,
and plastics compete with lead in other packaging and

protective coatings."69 In short, according to the Bureau

of Mines, "...total reserves are more than adequate to
support the domestic. component of primary cumulative demand

to 2OOO."7O
Meanwhile, lead smelting capacity has been declining.

(4 of.the 6 U.S. lead smelters were built prior to l93O.),71
and the Bureau predicts "...the prospect of finding additional
resourcesc?conventional deposits at a rate exceeding consumption
is highly favorable." l Additionally, major economically
recoverable resources of lead have been recently discovered
in the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Republic” of S. Africa.72

Zine H

Zinc is the.fourth most consumed metal in our economy,
used in automobiles, construction, brass and bronze, rubber,
paint, and as a protective coating on steel. In 1979 the

A -11-
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world supply./4 V

The U.S. imported 53% of its zinc in 1982, down from
66% in l978.75The type of U.S. zinc imports is changing:
"U.S.[zinc] smelting capacity declined by about 40% from 1968

to I979 despite the construction of two new plants...
Consequently, metal has replaced concentrate as the major
import form."76 Canada was the prime source of imports (55%),

with Peru, Honduras, Mexico and the Federal Republic of Germany

contributing most of the remainder.77 Australia, Ireland,
and South Africa are also likely to have zinc available for
import in the near future.78 Thus, the diversity of suppliers
should ensure a steady flow of zinc for the U.S. economy.

In 1982, the major zinc_producing states were Tennessee
(40%), Missouri (21%), New York”(16%), and Pennsylvania(8%).79
Colorado was 6th in 1981, producing 5% of the national total.
Almost all of Colorado's production came from two mines,
Asarco's "Black Cloud" in Leadville, and the"Sunnyside“near
Silverton. New Jersey Zinc (now owned by Gulf and Western)

- has closed its "Eagle" mine at Redcloud, Co., which was the
state's largest zinc mine from many years, but played out.8O

The average ore grade in U.S. zinc mines is 4%; mines
in other countries range from 6 to 9% zincgl Ores taken from
the Black Cloud mine average 9.33% zinc. A new zinc mine in
New York, the "Pierrepont" of St. Joe Minerals (now owned

by the Fluor Corp.) has zinc ore at 16%. _Noranda has a new

mine on Admiralty Island in Alaska, with 8 to 10% zinc. A

mine plannedzfor the Helena;1Mt. area by~U.S; Minerals and ~
Placer Amex shows similar values?2and the "Red Dog" property
of Cominco in Alaska has gigantic reserves of 85 million
tons grading 17% zinc§3 In contrast, Oh-Be—Joyful's resource
is inferred to be 400,000 tons of ore with 1.4% zinc.

Meanwhile, despite a gradually rising price for zinc,84
on Jan. 28, 1983 Gulf and Western closed indefinitely its
Beaver Creek mine and Jefferson City mill in Tennessee, which
had been producing lQ% of the U.S. zinc concentrates.85

The use of zinc closely reflects general economic
conditions, so that growth of zinc consumption is closely
tied to growth in the U.S. economy. Little of any increased

_12_



demanx \ -- i~ supplied by Colorado mines, for the entire

Southwest {defined here as Az., Ca., N.M., Ut., and Co.) has

only 0.6 million metric tons of reserves, while the Missis—

sippi Valley states have 4.6 million metric tons, the South

Appalachian states (eastern Tn., and Va.) have 6.4 million,
and the Northeastern states have 3;O million.86

Future resources in the U.S.’are unlikely to be found

in the Colorado mountains. Rather, "Available data on

sphalerite-bearing coals in the mid—continent U.S. suggest

a resource potential of many millions of tons of zinc metal

that could possibly be recovered as a byproduct of coal

mining with limited modificaion of existing technology.

Preliminary evaluations [indicate]...other continents may

have similar zinc resources."87
Both the ore grades and the sizes of reserves found

in other parts of the country dwarf the assays in Oh-Be-

Joyful, showing the WSA has an inconsequential zinc resource

Silver
If any metal were to justify mining in Oh—Be—Joyful in

the near future, it would probably be silver, the most

valuable of the metals under consideration. Yet silver in‘
the WSA must still be considered a subeconomic resource, not

likely to be mined in the forseeable future.
U.S. imports of silver have ranged from only 7% of

domestic consumption in l98O to 59% in 1982.88 Honduras,

Canada, Peru, and Mexico were the major suppliers of silver
imports, and any two of the latter three suppliers have adequate

production to meet U.S. needs for the forseeable future. The

U.S. Bureau of Mines considers the foreign supply steady

because "...concurrent disruptions in the flow of silver from

these countries seems unlikely."89 Perhaps for that reason,

the U.S. government stopped stockpiling silver in the mid—7O's

and has been selling the inventory. It still has 137.5 million
troy ounces on hand.9O M

"U.S. mine production [of silver] for the past 20 years

has remained almost static..."9l with Colorado being a small

to major supplier. In 1981, Colorado was fourth among the 50

. . . . . . Q’)

states in silver production, yielding 7% of the national total}"
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silver mine, with reserves of 794,000 tons of ore grading 16.3

ounces of silver per ton, with 2.8% lead.94 The "Sherman" mine

of Hecla in Leadville is number two, with ore containing 14.6
oz./ton silver and 0.6% lead. Hec1a's large "Lucky Friday"
mine in Idaho shows similar silver values, with 15.3 oz./ton
and reserves of 594,000 tons. The"Caribou" mine in Boulder
County, Colorado, was recently reactivated, producing 75 to
100 tons per day with 31oz./ton. The next silver mine to be

developed in Colorado will likely be the Bachelor Mountain
.property near Creede, with 3.3 million tons of ore with 6.4
oz. silver per ton.95 For Oh—Be—Joyful, ore grades assayed

within the WSA (averaging 0.6 oz.silver/ton) were generally
well be1ow;the values at-existing*mines.- All higher grades
discovered by the Bureau of Mines were from outside the WSA.

Two—thirds of the U.S. silver production is as a

byproduct or coproduct of copper, lead, and zinc mining.96 ‘
This is quite significant for the value of silver in Oh—Be—

Joyful because "...most significant increases in reserves and

resources are expected to come from major base metal
discoveries that contain byproduct silver."97 awhile the WSA

may contain some small deposits of silver, there is little
evidence of other metals which could pay for the huge

capital investment necessary for a new mine. The silver
mining prospect is further diminished by the lack of smelters
in Colorado. The nearest are in Idaho and TeXas.98

While the U.S. has proven ore reserves of 6 billion oz.
of silvergg (equal to 42 years of U.S. consumption at the
1982 level of 144 million troy oz.lOO), this is considerably Q

augmented by the estimated 2.4 billion oz. held by individuals
in the form of coins, bullion, and sterlingware.lOl Portions
of this significant "reserve" become available for industrial
use when people sell to seconday silver refiners during times
of high prices, thereby competing with new mine construction.

_14_
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As mineral ore grades decrease in quality and shortages
develop, prices for minerals increase. Increasing prices
allow the exploitation of lower grade ores, but they also spur
suppliers and consumers to seek cheaper substitutes or to
recycle materials. Recycling is becoming cheaper as its
technologies and markets evolve. Ultimately the cost of
recycling will be lower than the cost of extracting virgin
materials, and this will create a partial ceiling on mineral prices.

While a future prediction that "Oh—Be—Joyful's minerals
will never be worth mining" would certainly be foolish,
verging on hubris, it is not unreasonable to assert that
recycling and substitution will strongly compete with the
exploitation of deposits which are presently not economic.

The following section documents the existing*trends.and I1

future potential for recycling and substitution of the four
metals found in the WSA.

Molybdenum
M0lybdenum's primary use, accounting for 85% of moly

consumption, is as an alloy in iron and steel, making it
D harder, stronger, more corrosion resistant, and increasing its

melting point. Moly is "locked in" as an alloy and cannot
be economically removed. But steel is commonly recycled,
and the scrap‘s moly content can be utilized. For example,
"producers of low alloy construction steels take full advantage
of the residual alloy in the scrap by chemically analyzing
the steel melt before adding alloys and only adding enough

new alloy'to achieve the required amount in'the steel
produced," according to AmaX's Moly News}02A key to moly
recycling is to "keep track of and segregate the scrap that
is generated (and purchased)," but this is "virtually impos-
sible," says the Molv News. This, however, could probably be

overcome through more strict record—keeping. For example,
"In the categories of abrasion resistant materials and tool
steels, scrap segregation is the rule."1O3 For the high—tech
"superalloys,"whiéhaccounted for 3% of moly consumption in
the Western world in 1978, no "tramp" elements (impurities)
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‘ may be allowed, and therefore only virgin melting E; ,1 i-
used. Much of the 15% of non—alloy use is as a catalyst in
the petroleum and chemical industries, and "...a high per-
centage of all molybdenum used in this market is now being

recovered. Latest estimates [in 1980] are that one million
pounds of molybdenum are being added to the market this way." 104

Generally, there are increasing potentials for molybdenum

recycling, but the current abundance and low price of the

metal create a disincentive for recycling.
Substitution for molybdenum also has some potential.

During the pinch on moly supplies in 1979, many Japanese

users switched to columbium and vanadium and have not
returned to molybdenum.1O5 While molybdenum is today's
"wonder metal," that status could change as new metals tech-
nologies-evolve. For example;<Allied Chemical has created "

a "promising technique for creating super iron" called
metallic glass or microcyrstalline alloy which uses cheap

substances such as silicon, boron, and carbon instead of
chromium, molybdenum, or tungsten. "Metallic glass is
three times a strong as the toughest steel alloys and up to

' 100 times as corrosion resistant as the best stainless."1O6
With the development of these substitutes for moly,

and in light of the moly reserves already inventoried in
other parts of the county, mining the deposits within the

Oh—Be—J0yful WSA simply does not seem economically possible.

Lead
Recycling is already an important source of lead,

accounting for 55% of supplies.1Q7 it's primary use is in
lead—acid storage batteries which are frequently reclaimed.
Lead used in gasoline and paint is dissipated and unrecoverable,
but‘as these uses of the metal are ended, a larger proportion
of the lead used in our economy will be recyclable. If
electric vehicles become popular, demand for lead will rise,
but so will the quantity of lead available for recycling.

Only small amounts of zinc are now recycled, but there
is probably great potential for increasing zinc recycling,
for few of the metal's uses are dissipative. Zinc recycling

-16
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9.3% in 1982. The major short-term potential is in the
180,000 tons of zinc die-castings which are discarded yearly
in scrapped automobiles.1O9 This, if recovered, would account

for 22% of the zinc consumed in the U.S. in 1980 (=810,000
metric tonslle).

Conservation could significantly reduce demand for virgin
zinc. For example, the automobile industry reduced its use

of zinc by two—fifths in one year, from 61.7lbs. of zinc per
car in 1975 to 36.5lbs./car in 1976.111 Additionally, the
Bureau of Mines has identified a major resource in the wastes

from zinc smelters that have accumulated for 50 years. "At
1972 prices, the magnetic fraction [that portion which can be

separated by a magnet] of the zinc retort residues generated
in 1969 [alone] would contain nearly $25mi1lion worth:of.zinc," -

copper, silver, and iron."1l2
Silver

Silver is extensively recycled because of its relative
value. Old scrap yielded about the same quantity of silver
as did domestic mine production in 1979.113 A typical
example of silver recycling is the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory which developed a new silver recovery system
which recovers 80 kilograms per year worth $25,000 at 1982

prices, while saving $80,000 in anti-pollution disposal costs.
Hew1ett—Packard has been recycling silver from its semi-
conductor plants for 7 years, and an industry trade group
believes that there is significant potential in this field,
especially since such silver recycling "generates significant
income that goes right to the bottom line."115 ‘

The photography industry accounted for 44% of the
domestic silver consumption in 1981 (51 million of the 117

million oi, COnSumed),115 Conservation and recycling in this
industry are increasing. The industry reduced its demand by
almost 25% between 1979 and 1980, thanks mainly to efficiency
improvements at Kodak. The disc—film camera introduced in
May, 1982, significantly reduces the silver content of film,
and the new "T—grain“ color negative materials provide an

_17_..
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increase it image quality and increases ; 1 ~x >i1-v-:j
without increasing silver. Finally, Kodak‘s new Ortha-G X-ray
film uses less silver than older films and exposes users
or workers to less radiation.1l6 e i

Silver can be recovered from photographic developing
solutions, and techniques that are simple and economic for
individual users are now available. (Decreasing silver
content does somewhat reduce this potential.)117 The

Bureau of Mines has also identified another silver resource
in the brazings of old scrapped airplanes which can be recycled.
This may become a significant source of recycling, since for
example, a B-58 bomber contains 300 pounds of silver.1l8

While there is no good substitute for silver in film
at this time, video is making rapid inroads into use of film
for motion pictures. .Also, Sony has developed an all—e1ectronic
magnetic video disc to compete in the still photography
market, and electronic imagery is also replacing conventional

119X-rays. ~- -

Recycling——General
A study sponsored by the University of Stockholm's

Institute for International Economic Studies recently indicated
that there is so much metal already in the world economy that
they expect a "...substantial increase in the importance of
scrap as a source of metallic raw materials," to the extent that
there is "very little room for any expansion of the markets for
the mining industry through the rest of the present century." 120

One of the best reports on the potential of recycling came

from the Bureau of Mines, which takes pride in its over 50 7“\
years of research into the problem. The Bureau's review I

/ ...demonstrate[s] the fact that new innovative research
offers excellent opportunities for significant advances
in the technology of recycling...Achievements to date
indicate a high potential for the emergence of a thriving
waste utilization industry during the next decade. The
collective wastes presently being discarded comprise a

S vast rejected resource. No industrialized nation can
continue to reject such a resohrce indefinitely. Its
ultimate use is inevitable. 121

_.18._
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW RESOURCES = ~A combination of two {actors - high molybdenum
prices since 1977 and the gradual takeover of the traditional metal mining com-
panies by the energy sector had an extraordinarily strong impact on the develop-
ment of new resuources. Practically every major company sent exploration groupsall around the world, to Arizona, Nevada, Colorado, New Mexico, British Columbia,
Ontario, Chile, Peru, South East Asia, Oceania, Australia and everywhere else in
search of base and alloy metals, molybdenum and gold being the principal ones.
No wonder that this resulted in the discovery of new deposits, some of them of
considnrahle importance. '

1n Nevada, AMAX and Rocky Mountain Energy, a subsidiary of Union Pacific, conti
nued a joint-venture effort in the exploration of the relatively little known
Buckingham deposit to discover that this low grade orebody may contain as much
as 1 billion tons of 0.06 \ molybdenum ore. EXXON successfully drilled at Eureka
and Mt. Hope to find a major molybdenum orebody in rhyolite porphyry. Full
evaluation of the potentiality of this prospect is in progress and it is believ-
ed that it falls in the 100 million tons category or more. In south western
Nevada, an important molybdenum mineralization was found at Paradise Peak, in
Nye County, about 25 miles from Gabbs. The drilling is carried out by UV Indus
tries and mineralization was found at depths from 50 to 700 feet. Nearby is
another called Buzzard Peak and belonging to Colby Mines, with a complex molyb-
denum-copper-tungsten mineralization. Apart from Buckingham, AMAX was also dril
ling at Pine Nut in Mineral County near Gardnerville, while US Borax explored
the Barcelona district in Nye County, east of Round Mountain. There were alsodrilling teams in Nevada from Molycorp, Louisiana Land and Development Company,
Phillips Petroleum Company, Union Carbide Corporation and some other minor com-
panies, which only indicates that Nevada is considered a high potential area for
copper and molybdenum porphyries. This, along with the fact that molybdenum is
already being recovered by Kennecott at Mcill in the Robinson District and by
Anaconda at Tonopah, on tE'U!!!E?_ET3§Z-3T_§an Antonio Mountains in Nye County,
indicates that in this or the next decade, Nevada may become a large molybdenum
producer.

Arizona is better explored than Nevada and, with operations established as early
as 1880, is on record for molybdenu production since the beginning of this
century. In fact, it was the first molybdenum producer in USA and its large
copper porphyries at San Manuel, Bagdad, Mission, Mineral Park, Sierrita, Espe-
ranza, Silver Bell, Inspiration, Pinto Valley, Morency and Ajo and Rey account
already for over 25 \ of the national production capacity. In spite of this,
new exploration programs carried out by Newmont and Getty Oil lead to the disco
very of a major copper porphyry at Casa Grande with reserves over 500 million
tons grading 1 \ Cu and.0.012 \ Mo. This is at present the best copper porphyry
in the US and probably will be considered for production before the end of this
decade. Lake Shore mine, now taken over by Noranda, also prove to contain an
interesting mineralization in moly. Its 250 million tons reserves contain an
average of 0.9 \ Cu and 0.008 \ Mo. This state has also substantial potential
for new production development at Vekol Hills, where over 100 million tons of
0.6 \ Cu and 0.014 t Mo reserves exist and at the Copper Basin district where
reserves amount to about 150 million tons of 0.55 \ Cu and 0.2 \ Mo. In some
areas of this districts, hioh-grade sections with up to 3 \ Mo were found. An Ad
ditional potential has been found in numerous molybdenum quartz veins in Mohave?
Pima. Final and Santa Cruz Counties, sucn as Leviathan mine, whcrc in the past
3 to L 1 Mo Ore was extracted, or Santa Nino mine, with a high grade ore coming-
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up to 0.5 \ Mo and several percent of copper. The other possibility are the
molybdenum stockworks found at Squaw Peak and Ventura mine.

Nevertheless, Alaska. along with the Yukon and northern British Columbia are the
Prim" areas for development of the now resources. Apart from fabulous Quartzgill deposit discovered by US Borax important deposits were found in South East
ern Alaska, near Yukon and the BC border. The most promising of them are the
copper porphyrles of Orange Hill and Bond Creek. Uond Creek, just along the
Canadian border, is reported to have some 500 million tons of ore assaying 0.3\
Cu and 0.018 \ Mo, while Orange Hill, in the same location, has about 300 million
tons of ore assaying 0.35 \ Cu and 0.12 \ Mo. Somewlxat to the north of this
region is the Tauris Bluff deposit, with about 150 million tons of 0.5 \ Cu and
0.05 \ Ho ore. North East of Quartz Hill, also close to the Canadian border,
are other two minor porphyries, that of Nunatak, with approximately 100 million
tons of 0.07 \ Mo, and Boundary Creek, North East of Juneau, with a substantial
mineralization, which volume has not been determined yet. Additional molybdenum
mineralization has been found at Lawrence Island in the Bering See region, at -
Pyramid Mountain in the Alaskan Peninsula and molybdenum quartz veins in the
lutichikan (Kosciusko Island, Baker Island), and Juneau Districts (bower Brady
Glacier). ‘

Just across the border; in the Yukon, important mineralization was found at had
Mountain, 25 miles from the Alaskan Highway. This property was originally drll~
led by Boswell River Mines and Tintina Silver Mines. Since 1976 it has been
drilled by Amoco Canada Petroleum Ltd. which found mineralization over a length
of 2 miles and so far proved 60 million tons of ore grading 0.12 \ Mo. On the
border of the Yukon and BC, Amax Minerals Exploration Ltd. has successfully dril
led the Longtune Deposit, where it proved about 160 million tons of ore contain-
ing 0.1 \ W0 and 0.033 \ Mo. The other important deposit in this area is the
Casino Deposit, located between Dawson City and Whitehorse, which consists of
about 180 million tons of ore assaying 0.37 \ Cu and 0.014 \ Mo.

_26_

The British Columbia was the other area exceptionally active for molybdenum
exploration in the last years. Placer continued the exploration of the Ruby-
Creek Deposit, owned by Adanac, and found over 100 million tons of ore assaying
an average of 0.1 \ Mo. Newmont Mining and ssso Minerals of Canada, on the Othvr
hand, concentrated on their Trout Lake property which according to some €“Lina ~:
should be in the range of 100 million tons of ore assaying probably as mu Q.
0.24 \ Mo and some additional tungsten values. Another important rind wan v21
I553, on Mt. Ogen, 15 miles from the Alaskan border. This degnuit, explh;17 .

Omni Resources, has very promising resources of about 200 million tons a::l,.n1
an average of 0.2 \ Mo but will be difficult to work because of the Iuggcu uh’
vironment and thenabundance of ice. Otherwise BC is,of course,famous for such
important depositslndako, Boss Mountain, Kitsault, Gibraltar, Island Copper,
Lornex, Highmont, and-others in the Highland Valley now in operation or in active
development. The other deposits; such as Mt. Thomlison, with 40 million tons of
0.055 \ Mo reserves, or Mt. Haskins, near Cassiar, with 15 million tons of 0.1 Q

Mo content, have to wait for the appropriate time and C0ndlLlOS for lhVCS£mrnL
Teck, which holds a 70 \ interest in Shaft Creek, regnrtedly increased the resuuf
ces of this deposit to 1 billion tons averaging 0.3 \ Cu and 0.02 \ Mo.

The British Columbia has virtually dozens of very promising copper~molybdenum
and molybdenum porphyries or other typvu of dvlooits. lts potential has been
developed only in the last 15-20 years and certainly has great for growth. Inthis context, it is interesting the recent nurchal of Bethlehem Copper by Cominoo
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which will certainly contribute to an intensification of exploitation of the
Highland Valley deposit, such as the Jena, and J.A. and Maggie deposits, with
an important molybdenum potential. British Petroleum and Utah Mines were
exploring the Salal property, located 200 kms north of Vancouver, with a promis
ing porphyry molybdenum potential. ‘

Elsewhere in Canada and the United States, active exploration programs were
carried out at Pine Grove, Utah, by Getty Oil and Phelps Dodge where well over
100 million tons of ore assaying and average of 0.12 \ Ho were found. In New
'Hcxic0,US Geological Survey reported the discovery of a potentially economic
mineralization at South Four Pean, just about 10 miles South of Questa Mine.

In Australia, exploration drilling by CSR Limited brought to discovery of a
MAJOI primary molybdenum orebody at Mudgee, in New South Hales. The individual
ore samples assay up to 0.4 \ Mo but the extention of the deposit has not been
determined yet. '

In Latin America new exploration programs were set in Mexico, Chile and Peru.
Argentina and Brazil have also shown some promising conditions for the molyb-
denum mineralization. In Mexico the main exploration effort has been concentrat
ed in the state of Sonora, which is the continuation of the porphyry belt from
Arizona and where such important deposits as Cananea and La Caridad were found.
Cumobabi developed into an important national producer; while an exploration by .

AHAX and Mexicans de Cobre was in progress at the Mert1i—Creston Deposit, near F

Opodepe, about 110 kms northeast of Hermosillo. -So far 135, million tons of
reserves, assaying an average of 0.05 \ Mo were proved

In Chile a new porphyry copper desposit,-containing probably as much as 400 mil
lion tons of ore, was discovered south of Chuquicamata in the desert of Atacama.
Utah International and Getty Oil announced, late in 1381, the discovery of Esr
condida, with copper grades between 1 and 2.3 \ and with-likely molybdenum mine
ralization of 0.012 \ Mo.

Elsewhere in the world, new molybdenum deposits were found in south Korea and
China. In South Korea a joint-venture agreement has been subscribed between
AHAX and Hyunday Corporation in exploration and development of a new orebody at
Sanodong "qit;,» 80 million tons of ore reserves assaying an average of 0.25 \ *

Ho. on the other hand, the Chinese reported a new molybdenum find in the Shanxi
Province. It is rumored that AMAX and Duval have sent their geologists to China
and that both companies are considering joint ventures with the Chinese in the
development of their molybdenum resources.

E§§f_§EA RESOURCES : Molybdenum has been found not only in manganese nodules,
vhirh apart from copper, nickel and cobalt also contain minor but probably still
fvcevvrnble amounts of molybdenum in the order of several hundred parts per mil~
lior P"cPnt reports indicate that deep sea explorations of the ocenan floor led
In ‘he discovery of Suiphidv deposits just off the coast of Ecuador along a fault
B’ !h' Gnlapaqo Rift. The theory goes that mineral-laden hot water solutions,
like Lhose which form hydrothermal deposits, break through the ocean [loot at
stunt depths and in contact with near-zero cold water precipitate polymetallic
'"1Phides that they carry with. This hot solutions seeping through the floor
lY continue for thousands of years, and materiullzv |n substantial depositions.
Thu recently discovered |n1vsulphinr dclnnit at lhr ulnpnqos Rift Hus [uund at
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depths of some 2,400 mts, covering a surface of roughly 1,000 by 200 meters and
was at least 45 mts thick. It is located about 500 kms vest of Ecuador and
contains substantial metallurgical values such as 10 \ each of Cu and Fe, 0.1 \
Mo and similar quantities of lead and vanadium, as well as 0.03 \ each of silvvr
and tin; plus 0,01 \ each of zinc and cadmium. The volume of reserves was
estimated at about 22.5 million metric tons and the estimated value of metals
was about US S 2'billion. Similar deposits are expected to be found in Pacific
Ocean just off the US coast, at Gorda Ridge in Oregon and Juna de Fuca Ridge cf!
the washinqton State coast. This type of deposits will only increase the inr~v~
of consortia already engaged in the exploration and preparation for deep-sea "In
inq of manganese nodules. Of particular interest are very high copper contentofthese minerals and the substantial silver and molybdenum credit which they macarry. Also, while the nodules have to be processed by costly hydtOm8tB11UYlFJ7
methods to recover and separate their polymetallic content, these minerals, beinn
sulphides. can be easily concentrated by a flotation process, which is conside-rably cheaper. Nevertheless, it is considered that at this time insufficient
information exists on this-type of deposits to actively consider their activeexploration. The exploration has been carried out by US Department of Commercescientists in a submergible vessel called Alvin, and the principal main data (orthis deposit were reported by the US National Ocean Survey.

SUMMARY OFIMOLYBDENUH RESOURCES IN 1982

( in metric tons of molybdenum content)
Primary Co-Product By-product TotalDeposits Deposits Deposits

I .

UNITED STATES 1,532,000 137,000 616,000 2,285,000
SOVIET UNION 100,000 200,000 107,000 407,000
CANADA 177,500 40,000 122,000 339,500
CHILE — - 1,777,000 1,177,000
ALL OTHERS 30,500 - 169,000 199,500

TOTAL RECOVERABLE
MOLYBDENUM - HT 1,840,000 377,000 2,791,000 5,008,000

INSTALLED PLANT 77,810 22,300 38,890 139,000CAPACITY - MT/year
PRODUCTION
IN 1980 58,533 19,771 22,063 101,167

I ' F
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